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Abstract
We shall construct a countable Fréchet–Urysohn α4 not α3 space X such that all finite powers of X are Fréchet–Urysohn.
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1. Introduction
It is well known that Fréchet–Urysohn property is not productive. Arhangel’skii’s αi classification says that with
increasing i the productivity of Fréchet–Urysohn property gets worse, and especially, Fréchet–Urysohn α4-spaces
behave very badly: They have a Fréchet–Urysohn product with a convergent sequence (or with a 1st countable space),
but the product two Fréchet–Urysohn α4-spaces may fail to be Fréchet–Urysohn even in the presence of compactness.
This perhaps explains why we tried to find the simplest possible example, a countable space with just one non-isolated
point, which is Fréchet–Urysohn in all finite powers, consequently α4, and which still fails to be α3.
The present author would like to express his deep gratitude to Professor Ol’ga V. Sipacheva from Moscow State
University. During her presence in Prague, she gave a series of interesting lectures and recalled a familiar old problem
by Malychin on the existence of Fréchet–Urysohn non-metrizable countable groups. The present research would never
have been done without numerous inspiring discussion on the topics with her.
Let A be an almost disjoint family on ω. Following [5, Example 5.I], the space Ψ (A) is the disjoint union ω ∪A
with the topology defined by: Every point n ∈ ω is isolated, a neighborhood base at A ∈A is the family {{A} ∪ A \
n: n ∈ ω}. The space Ψ (A) is zero-dimensional, Hausdorff and locally compact. Let X(A) be a subspace of a one
point compactification Ψ (A) ∪ {∞}, whose underlying set is ω ∪ {∞}. Hence the closed sub-base of topology of
X(A) is given by declaring all finite subsets of ω as clopen sets, one-point set {∞} and all elements of A as closed.
Our aim is to find an uncountable almost disjoint family B such that for every n ∈ ω, the space X(B)n is Fréchet–
Urysohn. Our choice of B will enable us to show that the space will be α4 but not α3. This improves the result of
G. Gruenhage and P.J. Szeptycki, who constructed a space with these properties under the assumption of continuum
hypothesis [6, Example 13]. Also, since every bisequential space is α3 and Fréchet–Urysohn, it answers affirmatively
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Question 6.2].
To simplify this task, let us recall that
– a space X is Fréchet–Urysohn for finite sets (abbr. FUfin), if for every point x ∈ X and every family K consisting
of finite sets, which is a local π -basis at a point x, there is a countable subfamily K′ ⊆K with the property that
every neighborhood of a point x contains all but finitely many members of K′;
– a space X is Fréchet–Urysohn for sets of size k (k ∈ ω) (abbr. FUk), if the above property holds for K’s with the
size of all members not exceeding k;
– a space X is Fréchet–Urysohn for bounded sets (abbr. FUbdd), if it is FUk for every k ∈ ω.
Notice that for any space X and k ∈ ω, the power Xk is Fréchet–Urysohn if and only if X is FUk . The most difficult
step in an easy proof is the fact that a point 〈xi : i < k〉 belongs to the set Uk if and only if the set {xi : i < k} is a
subset of U .
We shall identify all convergent sequences with their range. That means, if T ⊆ X, x ∈ X, we shall say that T
converges to x if for every neighborhood U of the point x, T \U is finite. For the sake of completeness, let us recall
two well known and already mentioned notions introduced by A.V. Arhangel’skii in [1]. A topological space X is
called to be an α3-space (α4-space, resp.), if for every x ∈ X and every countable family {Tn: n ∈ ω} of sequences
converging to x there is a sequence T converging to x such that T ∩ Tn is infinite (T ∩ Tn is non-empty, resp.) for
infinitely many n ∈ ω.
The notation used in this present paper is quite standard and follows K. Kunen’s book [8].
2. Preliminaries
Let I be an ideal on ω, I ⊇ fin. Denote by I+ =P(ω) \I—positive sets modulo I , Ic = {ω \ I : I ∈ I}—the dual
filter, I⊥ = {X ⊆ ω: (∀I ∈ I)|X ∩ I | <ω}—a family of sets orthogonal to I .
1. Observation. (a) Let I be an ideal on ω, containing all finite sets. Then the following holds:
(a) I⊥ is an ideal on ω, containing all finite sets;
(b) I ⊆ I⊥⊥;
(c) I⊥ ∩ [ω]ω ⊆ I+;
(d) Denote by τI the topology on the set ω ∪ {∞} such that every point from ω is isolated and {{∞} ∪X: X ∈ Ic} is
a neighborhood basis at the point ∞. Then the space X is Fréchet–Urysohn if and only if every X ∈ I+ contains
an infinite element of I⊥;
(e) Under the same notation, a family K⊆ [ω]<ω is a local π -basis at the point ∞ if and if for every I ∈ I there is
an infinite K′ ⊆K with ⋃K′ disjoint from I .
We shall omit an easy proof.
Given an almost disjoint familyA on ω, let I(A) be the ideal consisting of all sets M ⊆ ω such that for some finite
subset A′ ⊆A, M \⋃A′ is finite, i.e., I(A) is the ideal generated by A∪ fin.
In the particular case of the ideal I(A), let us introduce one notation more. Let I(A)∗ = {M ⊆ ω: |{A ∈A: |A ∩
M| = ω}| ω}. We obviously have I(A)∗ ⊆ I(A)+ for every almost disjoint family A, the equality I(A)∗ = I(A)+
holds if and only if the family A is maximal almost disjoint, and in general case, an infinite set M belongs to I(A)+ \
I(A)∗ if an only if M = M0 ∪M1, where M0 ∈ [ω]ω ∩ I(A)⊥, M1 ∈ I(A).
Before we shall look for the necessary special almost disjoint family, let us show that the convergence in all spaces
of the form X(A) reduces to the pairwise disjoint case. Note that the property claimed here for this special kind of
spaces with just one non-isolated point fails very often; the simplest example of such a failure is the space where the
trace of a neighborhood system of non-isolated point is a free ultrafilter on the set of isolated points.
2. Lemma. Let A be an infinite almost disjoint family on ω, k > 0 a natural number. If K⊆ [ω]k is a local π -basis at
the point ∞ ∈X(A), then there is a pairwise disjoint subfamily L⊆K, which is a local π -basis at ∞, too.
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Observation. Let M ⊆ [ω]k be an infinite pairwise disjoint family. If M is not a local π -basis at ∞, then there is
some 1  j  k, a j -tuple A1,A2, . . . ,Aj of elements of A and an infinite M1 ⊆M such that for every 1  i  j
and every M ∈M1, M ∩Ai = ∅ and the set ⋃M1 \ (A1 ∪A2 ∪ · · · ∪Aj) belongs to I(A)⊥.
Since M is not a local π -basis at ∞, there is some I ∈ I(A) such that for every M ∈M, M ∩ I = ∅. The set I is
a union of a finite subset of ω and of finitely many members of A, hence there is some A1 ∈A such that A1 ⊆ I and
A1 meets infinitely many members of M. Put M(1) = {M ∈M: M ∩A1 = ∅}.
Consider the family L1 = {M \A1: M ∈M(1)}. If ⋃L1 ∈ I(A)⊥, then we are done: PutM1 =M(1) and j = 1.
In the opposite case, L1 is an infinite pairwise disjoint family of finite sets, whose union does not belong to I(A)⊥.
So there is some A2 ∈A such that the set A2 meets infinitely many members of L1. Similarly as before, an infinite
family M(2) consists of all members M ∈M(1) such that M ∩A2 = ∅.
Consider now the family L2 = {M \ (A1 ∪A2): M ∈M(2)}. The same reasoning applies and we may continue till
some step j  k, where
⋃Lj ∈ I(A)⊥. Once this end is reached, put M1 =M(j).
The Observation is proved.
The proof the lemma goes by an induction. Let K(0) be an arbitrary infinite pairwise disjoint subfamily of K. If
K(0) is a local π -basis at ∞, it is enough to put L=K(0) and we are done. If K(0) fails to be a local π -basis at ∞,
apply the Observation and find 1 j (0) k, B0 = {A1(0), . . . ,Aj(0)(0)} ⊆A and an infinite K1(0) ⊆K(0) as stated
in the Observation.
Put U0 = ω \⋃B0 and let K(1) be an arbitrary infinite pairwise disjoint subfamily of {K ∈K: K ⊆ U0}. If K(1)
is a local π -basis at ∞, we put L = K(1) and the induction stops here. Otherwise apply the Observation and get
1 j (1) k, B1 = {A1(1), . . . ,Aj(1)(1)} ⊆A and an infinite K1(1) ⊆K(1) similarly as in the previous step. Notice
that B0 is disjoint with B1.
Put U1 = U0 \⋃B1. It is clear how to continue.
If there was some step n where we found K(n) as a local π -basis, we have nothing left to prove. So assume
that the induction proceeded for infinitely many steps. We found natural numbers 1 j (n) k, finite families Bn =
{A0(n),A1(n), . . . ,Aj(n)(n)} ⊆A and pairwise disjoint collections K1(n)⊆K.
Consider an arbitrary family L⊆⋃n∈ωK1(n) such that for each n < ω, L ∩K1(n) is infinite. Any such an L is a
local π -basis at ∞.
Indeed, no A ∈A can meet infinitely many members from K1(n) for more than one n < ω, and this will happen
only if A ∈ Bn. Therefore no I ∈ I(A) can meet all K ∈ L, since L contains infinitely many members from every
K1(n), n < ω.
To find some family L like this, which will be moreover pairwise disjoint, proceed by an induction. Fix a bijection
b :ω → ω × ω. Let l < ω and suppose that members Li ∈⋃n<ωK1(n) were chosen for all i < l. Let (n,m) = b(l).
The set
⋃
i<l Li is finite and the family K1(n) is infinite and pairwise disjoint. Thus there is some Ll ∈K1(n) disjoint
with
⋃
i<l Li . The family L = {Ll : l ∈ ω} is as required: By the construction, it is pairwise disjoint, and given any
n < ω, K1(n)∩L= {Ll : there is some m<ω with (n,m) = b(l)}, hence K1(n)∩L is infinite for every n < ω. 
Call an infinite almost disjoint family A on ω to be completely separable, if for every T ⊆ ω such that |{A ∈
A: |A ∩ T | = ω}| ω (i.e., for every T ∈ I(A)∗) there is some A ∈A with A ⊆ T . This notion was first introduced
by S. Hechler in [7] for the special case when the family A is maximal.
We will not prove the following statement since the proofs may be found in [2] or [4] and moreover, it will appear
to be a special case of forthcoming Theorem 16 and Lemma 9.
3. Theorem. (i) There exists an infinite completely separable almost disjoint family on ω.
(ii) Whenever A is an infinite completely separable almost disjoint family on ω and T ⊆ ω, T ∈ I(A)∗, then
|{A ∈A: A⊆ T }| = c.
The next lemma is also known, but we include a simple proof for the reader’s convenience.
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infinite subset B(A) ⊆ A. Then the family B = {B(A): A ∈ A} is completely separable, too. Moreover, I(A)∗ =
I(B)∗.
Proof. Indeed, suppose T ∈ I(B)∗. For any A ∈ A, whenever T ∩ B(A) is infinite, then T ∩ A is infinite as well.
So T ∈ I(A)∗. By the complete separability of A, there is some A ∈A with A ⊆ T . For this A, B(A) ⊆ T , too, and
B(A) ∈ B.
To complete the proof, choose a set T ∈ I(A)∗. By Theorem 3(ii), we may for every n ∈ ω select distinct An ∈A
contained in T . For every n ∈ ω, B(An) ⊆ An ⊆ T , so the number of elements of B, which meet T in an infinite set,
is infinite and so T ∈ I(B)∗. 
Call an infinite almost disjoint family A to be nowhere MAD, if every T ∈ I(A)+ contains an infinite Q ∈ I(A)⊥.
Theorem 3(i) and Lemma 4 immediately imply
5. Corollary. There exists an infinite nowhere MAD completely separable almost disjoint family on ω.
Proof. Choose an infinite completely separable almost disjoint family A on ω. For each A ∈A let B(A) ⊆ A be an
infinite subset with an infinite complement A \ B(A). By Lemma 4, B = {B(A): A ∈A} is completely separable. If
T ∈ I(B)+, then either T ∈ I(B)+ \ I(B)∗ or T ∈ I(B)∗. In the first case all but finitely many members of B meet
T in a finite set. Let B′ ⊆ B consists of all those members of B which have an infinite intersection with T . Since
T /∈ I(B) and B′ is finite, the set Q = T \⋃B′ must be infinite and clearly belongs to I(B)⊥. But if T ∈ I(B)∗,
then T ∈ I(A)∗ by Lemma 4. By complete separability of A, there is some A ∈ A with A ⊆ T . It remains to put
Q= A \B(A)—this is an infinite set belonging to I(B)⊥ and contained in T . 
6. Corollary. Let A be a completely separable almost disjoint family and let B be a nowhere MAD completely
separable almost disjoint family from (the proof of ) Corollary 5. Then the space X(B) is Fréchet–Urysohn, α4 and
not α3.
Proof. Indeed, for T ⊆ ω, ∞ ∈ T if and only if T ∈ I(B)+. Since B is nowhere MAD, there is an infinite Q ⊂ T
with Q ∈ I(B)⊥. Clearly Q converges to ∞.
Suppose that for every n ∈ ω, Tn converges to ∞. If there is a set C ∈ I(B) such that ⋃n∈ω Tn \C ∈ I(B)⊥, then
clearly the set
⋃
n∈ω Tn \C converges to ∞ and meets all Tn’s in an infinite set.
Otherwise
⋃
n∈ω Tn belongs to I(B)∗. By Lemma 4,
⋃
n∈ω Tn ∈ I(A)∗. By complete separability of the family A,
there are c-many A’s in A which are contained in ⋃n∈ω Tn (Theorem 3(ii)). Since the set Tn converges to ∞, Tn /∈
I(B)∗, so by Lemma 4, Tn /∈ I(A)∗. Consequently, the number of members of A which meet Tn in an infinite set can
be at most finite, so only countably many members of A which are contained in ⋃n∈ω Tn can meet some Tn in an
infinite set. Therefore there must be some A ∈A, A⊆⋃n∈ω Tn such that for every n ∈ ω, A∩ Tn is finite. For this A,
the set A \ B(A) ∈ I(B)⊥, hence it converges to ∞. Having simultaneously A ⊆⋃n∈ω Tn, the intersection A ∩ Tn
finite for every n ∈ ω and A \B(A) infinite, we have that the number of indices n ∈ ω with Tn ∩A \B(A) non-empty
must be infinite. So the space X(B) is α4.
Finally, select an arbitrary infinite collection {An: n ∈ ω} ⊆A. Then every set Tn = An \B(An) converges to ∞ in
the space X(B). However, let M ⊆⋃n∈ω Tn be such that the set {n ∈ ω: |M ∩ Tn| = ω} is infinite. Then M ∈ I(A)∗
and so for some A ∈A, A ⊆ M . For this A, the set O = {∞} ∪ ω \ B(A) is a neighborhood of ∞ which shows that
the set M does not converge to ∞, because M \ O is infinite: it contains all points from the set B(A). Thence the
family {Tn: n ∈ ω} fails to satisfy the demand for space X(B) to be α3. 
3. The space
We do not know whether the required space may be constructed merely from a completely separable almost disjoint
family. Therefore we shall define a stronger notion of complete separability and construct a space from such a family.
7. Definition. Let 0 < k < ω, let {fi : i < k} be a family of mappings, let A be an almost disjoint family on ω.
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A is clear from the context, provided the following is satisfied:
(i) all mappings fi (i < k) are defined on the same infinite set W ⊆ ω;
(ii) all mappings fi :W → ω (i < k) are one-to-one;
(iii) for i = j , i, j < k, fi[W ] ∩ fj [W ] = ∅;
(iv) there is an infinite subset {Ai,n: i < k,n < ω} ⊆A such that for every n < m < ω, {Ai,n: i < k} ∩ {Ai,m: i <
k} = ∅ and for every n ∈ ω, the intersection ⋂i<k f−1i [Ai,n] is infinite.
An almost disjoint family A is called to be completely k-separable, if for every essential k-tuple of mappings
{fi : i < k} with respect to A there is an infinite set Z contained in the common domain of all fi ’s such that for every
i < k, the image fi[Z] belongs to A.
An almost disjoint family A on ω is called to be strong completely separable, if it is completely k-separable for
every k ∈ ω, k > 0.
8. Remark. Clearly, a completely separable almost disjoint family is completely 1-separable and vice versa.
We shall postpone the construction of an infinite strong completely separable almost disjoint family to the next
chapter. Our aim now is to show that it serves for a construction of the promised space. The following lemma gives
the statement (ii) from Theorem 3 as a special case.
9. Lemma. LetA be an infinite strong completely separable almost disjoint family on ω, let {fi : i < k} be an essential
k-tuple of mappings with a common domain W . Then the family {Z ⊆ W : for all i < k, fi[Z] ∈A} is of size c.
Proof. Let {Ai,n: i < k,n ∈ ω} be a subcollection of A satisfying (iv) from Definition 7. Find a disjoint fam-
ily {Zn ∈ [W ]ω: n ∈ ω} such that for each n ∈ ω and each i < k, fi[Zn] ⊆ Ai,n. This is easy to do: Let Z0 =⋂
i<k f
−1
i [Ai,0] and knowing Z0,Z1, . . . ,Zm, put Zm+1 to be Zm+1 =
⋂
i<k f
−1
i [Ai,m+1] \
⋃
n<m+1 Zn. Since the
family {Ai,n: i < k,n < m + 1} is disjoint from {Ai,m+1: i < k} and A is almost disjoint, the set Zm+1 differs from
an infinite set
⋂
i<k f
−1
i [Ai,m+1] by finitely many points at most, hence it is infinite.
For each n < ω, let Wn be an infinite subset of the set Zn with Zn \Wn infinite. Fix an almost disjoint family C on ω
of size c. For C ∈ C, let W(C) =⋃n∈C Wn. Consider the family {fi W(C): i < k}. This is again an essential k-tuple
of mappings: Indeed, (i), (ii) and (iii) are satisfied trivially and the family {Ai,n: i < k,n ∈ C} witnesses (iv) for every
C ∈ C. Since the family A is completely k-separable, there is some infinite Z(C) ⊆ W(C) with fi[Z(C)] ∈A for all
i < k.
Fix an arbitrary i < k. By the choice of the sets Wn, we cannot have that fi[Z(C)] = Ai,n for some n ∈ ω, hence
the family {fi[Z(C)]: C ∈ C} is almost disjoint. As the mapping fi is one-to-one, so is the family {Z(C): C ∈ C}.
Thus |{Z(C): C ∈ C}| = c, which was to be proved. 
10. The example. There is an infinite almost disjoint family B on ω such that the space X(B) is Fréchet–Urysohn for
bounded sets, α4 and not α3.
Proof. Fix an infinite strong completely separable almost disjoint family A on ω. We shall proceed by transfinite
recursion to c, assigning to each A ∈A an infinite subset B(A) ⊆ A with an infinite complement A \B(A). Then we
shall show that for the family B = {B(A): A ∈A}, the space X(B) is as required.
Let P = {{fi : i < k} : {fi : i < k} is an essential k-tuple of mappings with domain W,0 < k < ω,W ∈ [ω]ω}.
Enumerate P as P = {pα: α < c}. To avoid confusion, we shall also construct subfamilies Cα ⊆A consisting of those
sets A ∈A, for which the set B(A) has already been defined.
Put C0 = ∅.
If α < c is a limit ordinal, let Cα =⋃β<α Cβ .
Induction step: Assume that α < c and that the family Cα is known, |Cα|  ω · |α|. Let pα = {fi : i < k} with
fi :W → ω. By Lemma 9, the set Z = {Z ⊆ ω: for all i < k, fi[Z] ∈A} is of size c. Since the mapping fi is one-
to-one, if Z and Z′ are distinct members of Z , then fi[Z] and fi[Z′] are distinct members of A. So for each i < k,
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every set Ai = fi[Z] belongs to A \ Cα . For this Z, pick an infinite Y ⊆ Z with Z \ Y infinite and for every i < k, let
B(Ai) = fi[Y ]. Finally, let Cα+1 = Cα ∪ {Ai : i < k}. This completes the inductive step. (We omitted attaching indices
or superscripts α to many symbols used in this step, hoping that the reader will forgive us.)
At the end, we get C =⋃α<c Cα . If A \ C = ∅, select for every A ∈A \ C an arbitrary infinite subset B(A) ⊆ A
with A \B(A) infinite. Then put B = {B(A): A ∈A}.
We have to show that the space X(B) is as required.
• The space X(B) is Fréchet–Urysohn α4 not α3: Indeed, the starting family A is completely separable, hence
Corollary 6 applies.
• The space X(B) is FUbdd: Fix  < ω and let K = {Kn: n ∈ ω} be a family of -element sets, which is a local
π -basis at the point ∞. By Lemma 2, we may and shall assume that the family K is pairwise disjoint. Choose
mappings {fi : i < } from ω to ω in such a way that for every n ∈ ω, the equality Kn = {fi(n): i < } holds.
Then the disjointness of the family K implies that every mapping fi is one-to-one and for i = j , i, j < , fi[ω] ∩
fj [ω] = ∅.
We have two cases to be considered.
Case 1: For every i < , the set fi[ω] does not belong to I(A)∗.
The family A is completely separable and for each B ∈ B there is some A ∈ A such that B = B(A). Therefore
Lemma 4 applies: For each i < , the set fi[ω] does not belong to I(B)∗. For every i <  choose a set Ji ∈ I(B) such
that the set fi[ω]\Ji belongs to I(B)⊥. For J =⋃i< Ji we have J ∈ I(B), hence the set {K ∈K: K∩J = ∅} is a lo-
cal π -basis at ∞, in particular, it is infinite. Put W = ω \⋃i< f−1i [J ]. We have {K ∈K: K ∩J = ∅} = {Kn: n ∈ W }
and for every i < , fi[W ] ∈ I(B)⊥. So for every neighborhood U of ∞ we have that the set {Kn: n ∈W, Kn \U = ∅}
is finite, which was to be proved.
Case 2: There is some i(0) <  with fi(0)[ω] belonging I(A)∗.
Proceeding by induction, we shall find non-void finite subsets Mn ⊆  and finite families {Ai,n: i ∈Mn} ⊆A such
that for each n <m<ω, {Ai,n: i ∈ Mn} ∩ {Ai,m: i ∈ Mm} = ∅ and ⋂i∈Mn f−1i [Ai,n] is infinite.
Suppose we know Mm and {Ai,m]: i ∈ Mm} for all m < n. Put In =⋃{Ai,m: i ∈ Mm,m < n}. The set fi(0)[ω]
belongs to I(A)∗, so for some A ∈ A, A ⊆ fi(0)[ω] \ In, in particular, A ∩ fi(0)[ω] \ In is infinite. Hence there
is a non-empty set Mn ⊆  and a family {Ai,n: i ∈ Mn} such that the intersection ⋂i∈Mn f−1i [Ai,n] is infinite and{Ai,n: i ∈ Mn} ∩⋃m<n{Ai,m: i ∈ Mm} = ∅—{i(0)} and {A} is an example. Choose Mn and {Ai,n: i ∈ Mn} so that
the size of Mn is maximal possible. This completes the inductive definition.
Since we have asked for a maximal possible size of the set Mn, we have that for every n <m<ω, |Mn| |Mm|
1. So there is some 0 < k   so that for all n < ω, n large enough, we have |Mn| = k. By the pigeon-hole principle
there must be a set M ⊆  of size k and an infinite subset N ⊆ ω such that Mn = M for all n ∈ N .
Without loss of generality, assume that M = k. For n ∈ N , select an infinite set Wn ⊆⋂i∈k f−1i [Ai,n] such that⋂
i∈k f
−1
i [Ai,n] \Wn is infinite and put W =
⋃
n∈N Wn. The family {fi W : i < k} is apparently an essential k-tuple
of mappings. There is some α < c such that pα = {fi W : i < k}. By the construction, we have found at the step α
infinite sets Y ⊆ Z ⊆ W such that fi[Z] ∈A and fi[Y ] ∈ B for all i < k. By the choice of Wn, we have that for all
i < k, fi[Z] /∈ {Aj,n: j < k}. Therefore for k  j <  and an arbitrary A ∈A, the intersection Z ∩ f−1j [A] must be
finite, because our choice of the set Mn aimed for a maximal possible size. Consequently, all sets fi[Z \ Y ] belong to
I(B)⊥ (i < ), hence {Kn: n ∈ Z \ Y } is an infinite subset of K such that every neighborhood of ∞ contains all but
finitely members of it.
So the space X(B) is Fréchet–Urysohn for bounded sets. 
4. A strong completely separable family
To finish the proof of Example 10, we need to construct an infinite strong completely separable almost disjoint
family on ω. Before we start to do so, let us recall several familiar notions.
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ω: g(n) h(n)} is finite. The boundedness number b is defined as b = min{|G|: G ⊆ ωω is unbounded under ∗}.
The following facts are well known and easy to verify:
• b is a regular cardinal;
• given an arbitrary h ∈ ωω, then there is an ∗-unbounded family {gα: α < b} ⊆ ωω such that
(a) each gα (α < b) is strictly increasing,
(b) whenever α < β < b, then gα <∗ gβ .
(c) h <∗ g0,
For g ∈ ωω, denote [←, g) = {(n, k) ∈ ω ×ω: k < g(n)}.
Consider the partition R= {{n} ×ω: n ∈ ω} of the set ω ×ω.
11. Lemma. Whenever P ∈ I(R)∗, then the set
H(P ) = {α < b: (∀β < α)(∃γ < α)∣∣P ∩ [←, gγ ) \ [←, gβ)
∣∣= ω}
is closed unbounded in b.
Proof. Unboundedness: Let β < b be arbitrary. Put M = {n ∈ ω: P ∩ {n} × ω is infinite}. The set M is infi-
nite, because P ∈ I(R)∗. Define a mapping h by the rule: For n ∈ M , let h(n) = max{max{h(i): i ∈ M,i <
n},min{k > gβ(n): (n, k) ∈ P }} with a convention that maximum of an empty set equals to 0, for n /∈ M , let
h(n) = min{h(i): i ∈M, n < i}.
Since the family {gα: α < b} has no upper bound, there is some β∗ < b with gβ∗ ∗ h. Put β1 = β∗ and continue
by induction: βj+1 = β∗j for each j ∈ ω. For an ordinal α = sup{βj : j ∈ ω} we have that α ∈H(P ).
Closedness: Suppose α < b satisfies α = supH(P )∩α and choose arbitrarily β < α. Then there is some δ ∈H(P )
with β < δ < α. Since δ ∈ H(P ) and β < δ, there is some γ < δ such that P ∩ [←, gγ ) \ [←, gβ) is infinite. We
succeeded to verify that α ∈H(P ). 
By a countably generated filter (on ω) we shall understand a filter F with a countable set of generators, with all
F ∈F infinite, with ⋂F = ∅ and satisfying moreover that for each F ∈ F there is some G ∈F with F \G infinite.
Given two countably generated filters F and G, we shall say that F and G are orthogonal, if there are some F ∈ F
and G ∈ G with F ∩ G = ∅. We shall say that G extends F , if F ⊆ G and the filter G has a basis {Gα: α < ω + ω}
such that {Gn: n < ω} is a basis of F and for every n,m ∈ ω, Gω+n \Gm is finite.
As an example, put h = idω, fix an unbounded family {gα: α < b} satisfying (a), (b), (c) above and let F be the
filter on ω×ω generated by all sets (ω×ω) \ ({n}×ω), for n ∈ ω, let α < b be an ordinal of countable cofinality and
let G be a filter on ω ×ω generated by F ∪ {[←, gα) \ [←, gβ): β < α}. Then G is an extension of F .
12. Definition. Let 0 < k < ω, let {fi : i < k} be a family of mappings, let {Fi : i < k} be a family of countably
generated filters on ω.
The family {fi : i < k} is called to be fat with respect to {Fi : i < k}, if the following is satisfied:
(i) all mappings fi (i < k) are defined on the same infinite set W ⊆ ω;
(ii) all mappings fi :W → ω (i < k) are one-to-one;
(iii) for i = j , i, j < k, fi[W ] ∩ fj [W ] = ∅;
(iv) for every choice Fi ∈ Fi (i < k) there are sets Gi ∈ Fi (i < k) such that the set ⋂i<k f−1i [Fi] \
⋃
i<k f
−1
i [Gi]
is infinite.
13. Lemma. Let 0 < k < ω, W ∈ [ω]ω, let {fi : i < k} ⊆ Wω, let {Fi : i < k} be family of countably generated filters
on ω, let {Ri = {Ri(n): n ∈ ω}: i < k} be a family of partitions of ω such that for each i < k, the filter generated by
{ω \Ri(n): n ∈ ω} equals to Fi . If {fi : i < k} is fat with respect to {Fi : i < k}, then for each i < k, fi[W ] ∈ I(Ri )∗.
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generated by {ω \Rj (n): n ∈ ω}, there is some Fj ∈Fj such that Fj ⊆ ω \⋃ln Rj (l). For i < k, i = j , put Fi = ω.
By 11(iv), for every i < k there is some Gi ∈ Fi with ⋂i<k f−1i [Fi] \
⋃
i<k f
−1
i [Gi] infinite. Having f−1j [Fj ] ⊇⋂
i<k f
−1
i [Fi] and f−1j [Gj ] ⊆
⋃
i<k f
−1
i [Gi], we have also f−1j [Fj ] \ f−1j [Gj ] infinite. Since the mapping fj is
one-to-one, f [W ] ∩ (Fj \ Gj) is infinite. The family {ω \ Rj (n): n ∈ ω} generates Fj , so for some m ∈ ω, Gj ⊇
ω \⋃lmRj (l). Thus fj [W ] ∩
⋃
n<lmRj (l) is infinite, so there is some l > n with fj [W ] ∩ Rj(l) infinite. Since
n < ω was arbitrary, we have that fj [W ] ∈ I(Rj )∗. 
14. Lemma. Let 0 < k < ω, let {Fi : i < k} be a collection of countably generated filters on ω, for i < k denote by
{Fi,n: n < ω} a strictly decreasing base of a filter Fi and assume that Fi,0 = ω, ⋂n∈ω Fi,n = ∅ and for each n ∈ ω,
the difference Fi,n \Fi,n+1 is infinite. Let a family {fi : i < k} of mappings with common domain W be fat with respect
to {Fi : i < k}.
Then for every i < k there is a family {Ri,α: α < b} of infinite subsets of ω such that
(a) for each i < k, α < b and n ∈ ω, Ri,α \ Fi,n is finite;
(b) for each i < k, α < β < b, Ri,β \Ri,α is infinite and Ri,α \Ri,β is finite;
(c) if for α < b we denote by Fi,α the filter generated by Fi ∪ {Ri,α \ Ri,β : β < α}, then the set H = {α < b:
{fi : i < k} is fat with respect to {Fi,α: i < k}} is closed unbounded in b;
(d) the families {Ri,α: α < b} (i < k) can moreover be chosen so that there is an infinite Z ⊆ W such that for all
i < k, Ri,0 = fi[Z].
Proof. Identify ω with ω×ω and Fi,n \Fi,n+1 with {n}×ω. For every i < k, select an unbounded family of functions
{gi,α: α < b} fulfilling (a), (b) from the beginning of this paragraph. The identification of ω with ω × ω gives a set
Ri,α as a subset of ω, which corresponds to [←, gi,α).
Denote by Ri(n) = Fi,n \Fi,n+1. Observe that each set Ri(n) corresponds to {n}×ω under the identification chosen
for Fi .
Now, (a) and (b) should be clear—they follow from simple facts that whenever g,h ∈ ωω, then [←, g) \⋃
m>n{m} ×ω is finite and if g <∗ h, then [←, h) \ [←, g) is infinite and [←, g) \ [←, h) is finite.
To show (c), we will complicate the proof of Lemma 11. Let β < b be arbitrary. Proceed by induction: Put
m(0) = 0. We will define a strictly increasing sequence m(j) (j < ω) of integers such that for every j < ω, the
set
⋂
i<k f
−1
i [Fi,m(j) \ Ri,β(0)] \
⋃
i<k f
−1
i [Fi,m(j+1)] is infinite. Induction step: The family {fi : i < k} is fat with
respect to {Fi : i < k}, so for the choice Fi,m(j) ∈ Fi (i < k) there exist Gi ∈ Fi (i < k) with ⋂i<k f−1i [Fi,m(j)] \⋃
i<k f
−1
i [Gi] infinite. Choose an integer m(j +1) such that for all i < k, Fi,m(j+1) ⊆ Gi . Since for every i < k the set
Ri,β meets the difference Fi,m(j) \ Fi,m(j+1) in a finite set, the set ⋂i<k f−1i [Fi,m(j) \Ri,β(0)] \
⋃
i<k f
−1
i [Fi,m(j+1)]
differs from the set
⋂
i<k f
−1
i [Fi,m(j)] \
⋃
i<k f
−1
i [Fi,m(j+1)] by finitely many points. So it is infinite.
When the induction is completed, we have a family {⋂i<k f−1i [Fi,m(j) \ Ri,β(0)] \
⋃
i<k f
−1
i [Fi,m(j+1)]: j ∈ ω}
of pairwise disjoint infinite subsets of W . For every j < ω, choose a point xj ∈ ⋂i<k f−1i [Fi,m(j) \ Ri,β(0)] \⋃
i<k f
−1
i [Fi,m(j+1)] and let X = {xj : j ∈ ω}.
Observe that for every i < k and every n ∈ ω, the set fi[X] ∩Ri(n) contains at most one point.
We claim that there is some β∗ > β and an infinite Y ⊆ X such that for every i < k, fi[Y ] ⊆ Ri,β∗ \Ri,β .
Indeed, there is some γ (0) > β such that the set f0[X] ∩R0,γ (0) \R0,β is infinite. This follows from the fact that
the family {g0,α: α < b} has no upper bound. Put X1 = X ∩ f−10 [R0,γ (0)] and apply the same reasoning using now
i = 1 and X1 to get γ (1) and X2. Proceeding further, we will finally find an infinite Xk ⊆ Xk−1 ⊆ · · · ⊆ X1 ⊆ X and
ordinals γ (i) for i < k. It remains now to put Y = Xk and β∗ = maxi<k γ (i).
Notice that the construction guarantees that for each choice Fi ∈ Fi we have that ⋂i<k f−1i [Fi ∩ Ri,β∗ ] \⋃
i<k f
−1
i [Ri,β ] contains all but finitely many points from the set Y .
It remains to put β = β(0), β(1) = β∗ and proceeding the same way further, we get β(j + 1) = β(j)∗. For
α = supj<ω β(j) we have that α ∈ H . Since β < b was arbitrary, the set H is unbounded in b.
We omit an easy proof that H is closed in b.
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{gi,α: α < b}. So apply the previous reasoning, find an infinite set Y ⊆ W and β∗ < b as in the part (c) of this proof.
Then for every i < k put R′i,0 = fi[Y ], R′i,1 = Ri,β∗ \fi[Y ] and reenumerate {Ri,α: β∗ < α < b} as {R′i,α: 1 < α < b}.
Finally, rename Y as Z. 
15. Lemma. Let 0 < k < ω and suppose that for each i < k and n ∈ ω, Fi,n is a countably generated filter and
Fi,n ⊆ Fi,n+1. If for every n ∈ ω, a k-tuple {fi : i < k} of mappings is fat with respect to {Fi,n: i < k}, then it is fat
also with respect to {⋃n∈ωFi,n: i < k}.
Proof. Indeed, for each choice Fi ∈⋃n∈ωFi,n there is some m ∈ ω such that for all i < k, Fi ∈Fi,m. Since a k-tuple
{fi : i < k} is fat with respect to {Fi,m: i < k}, there are sets Gi ∈ Fi,m such that ⋂i<k f−1i [Fi] \
⋃
i<k f
−1
i [Gi] is
infinite. But for each i < k we have Gi ∈⋃n∈ωFi,n. 
We have collected all the necessary facts. We are ready now to prove the key statement.
16. Theorem. There exists an infinite strong completely separable almost disjoint family on ω.
Proof. Let T be a subtree of the tree
⋃
α<ω1
αb consisting of all t ∈⋃α<ω1 αb such that for every ξ ∈ dom(t), t (ξ)
is a limit ordinal of countable cofinality. We assign to each t ∈ T a countably generated filter F(t) and an infinite set
A(t) ⊆ ω such that for all F ∈F(t), A(t) \F is finite. We will demand that for incomparable s, t ∈ T , the filters F(s)
and F(t) are orthogonal; if s ⊆ t , s = t , then F(t) is an extension of F(s) and ω \A(s) ∈F(t). This will be done by
a transfinite recursion to ω1.
• t = ∅: Choose an arbitrary countably generated filter F(∅) on ω. Choose arbitrarily its decreasing base
{Fn(∅): n ∈ ω} and apply Lemma 14 with k = 1, {f0} = {idω} and F(∅}. Let {Rα(∅): α < b} be the result. Put
A(∅) = R0(∅).
• t ∈ T , dom(t) = ξ + 1, ξ < ω1: For s = t  ξ we know the filter F(s) and all sets {Rα(s): α < b}. Let γ = t (ξ).
Let F(t) be the filter generated by F(s) ∪ {Rγ (s) \ Rβ(s): β < γ }. Since t ∈ T , the cofinality of γ equals to ω,
hence the filter F(t) is countably generated. Apply Lemma 14 with k = 1, {f0} = {idω} and {F(t)} to get a family
{Rα(t): α < b} and A(t) = R0(t).
• t ∈ T , dom(t) = ξ , ξ < ω1, is a limit ordinal: Let F(t) =⋃s⊆t F(s) in this case.
Let Mξ consist of all finite non-empty sets {fi : i < k} (0 < k < ω) such that there exist c-many k-tuples {ti,ζ : i <
k} (ζ < c), where for ζ = ϑ , {ti,ζ : i < k} ∩ {ti,ϑ : i < k} = ∅, and for each ζ < c, {fi : i < k} is fat with respect to
{F(ti,ζ ): i < k}. It is routine to find a mapping Φ: Mξ → [{F(t): t ∈ T , dom(t) = ξ}]<ω in such a way that for every
{fi : i < k} ∈Mξ , if {F(ti): i < k} = Φ({fi : i < k}), then a k-tuple {fi : i < k} is fat with respect to {F(ti): i < k} an
for distinct elements {fi : i < k} and {f ′i : i < k′} of Mξ , the images Φ({fi : i < k}) and Φ({f ′i : i < k′}) are disjoint.
Fix such a Φ .
For every k-tuple {fi : i < k} ∈Mξ and its image {F(ti): i < k} under the mapping Φ , apply Lemma 14. This
gives us {Rα(ti): α < b} and A(ti) = R0(ti) for each i < k. Observe that in this case, there is an infinite Z ⊆ ω such
that each A(ti) equals to the image fi[Z] because of Lemma 14(d).
For t ∈ T , dom(t) = ξ such that F(t) /∈⋃Φ[Mξ ], proceed as in the case of isolated ordinal: Apply Lemma 14
for k = 1, {f } = {idω} and {F(t)}. Let {Rα(t): α < b} and A(t) = R0(t) be the result.
This completes the inductive definitions.
It remains to show that the family A = {A(t): t ∈ T } is the required strong completely separable almost disjoint
family
The family A is almost disjoint: Let s = t , s, t ∈ T . Suppose that s and t are incomparable. Then there is some
η ∈ dom(s)∩ dom(t) with s(η) = t (η). We shall assume that η is the smallest such. Then s  η = t  η. Put p = s  η,
α = s(η), β = t (η) and assume β < α. We have Rβ(p) ∈ F(t) and Rα(p) \ Rβ(p) ∈ F(s). Since the set A(t) is
almost contained in every set from F(t), the set A(s) is almost contained in every set from F(s) and since the sets
Rβ(p) and Rα(p) \Rβ(p) are disjoint, the almost disjointness of A(s) and A(t) follows.
Suppose the s ⊆ t . Then A(s) = R0(s) and ω \R0(s) ∈F(t). So A(s) and A(t) are almost disjoint, too.
The family A is strong completely separable: Fix an essential k-tuple {fi : i < k} of mappings with respect to A;
denote by W the common domain of all fi ’s. Find a family {Ai,n: i < k,n < ω} ⊆A witnessing the item (d) from
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A(ti,n).
Our first step is to find a k-tuple {ti : i < k} ⊆ T such that the family {fi : i < k} is fat with respect to {F(ti): i < k}.
We shall do it with help of the following claim.
Claim. Let S be an infinite subset of T . Then there is an infinite S0 ⊆ S and t ∈ T such that just one of the following
possibilities takes place:
(i) either ξ = dom(t) is a limit ordinal and for every η < ξ there is some s ∈ S0, s ⊇ t  η, s  ξ = t ;
(ii) or ξ = dom(t) is a successor ordinal, ξ = η + 1 and for every s ∈ S0, s  η = t  η and for distinct s, s′ ∈ S0,
s(η) = s′(η).
Proof of Claim. There are two cases to be considered:
a) There is some p ∈ T such that the set {s ∈ S: s ⊆ p} is infinite. Choose ξ < ω1 to be minimal with p  ξ having
the same property. Put t = p  ξ and S0 = {s ∈ S: s ⊆ t}.
b) For every p ∈ T , the set {s ∈ S: s ⊆ p} is finite.
Proceed by induction. Let η0 be the smallest ordinal such that the set of values {s(η0): s ∈ S, η0 ∈ dom(s)}
contains more than one point. If this set is infinite, put η = η0, choose for each n ∈ ω an element sn ∈ S such that
sn(η) < sn+1(η) and let t ∈ T be defined by dom(t) = η + 1, t (η) = sup{sn(η): n < ω}, t  η = sn  η. Notice that
sn  η does not depend on the choice of n. Clearly, (ii) holds for t and S0 = {sn: n ∈ ω}.
If the set {s(η0): s ∈ S,η0 ∈ dom(s)} is finite, there is some t0 ∈ T with dom(t0) = η0 + 1 such that the set
{s ∈ S: t0 ⊆ s} is infinite. Choose some s0 ∈ S, s0 ⊇ t0.
Proceed with the family {s ∈ S: t0 ⊆ s} similarly; let η1 be the first ordinal where these mapping attain more than
one value. Again, we will either show (ii) or find t1 and s1 as before.
If the induction continues infinitely, then ξ = supn∈ω ηn, t =
⋃
n∈ω tn and S0 = {sn: n ∈ ω} will show (i).
The claim is proved.
Let us continue with the proof. Notice that for n = m, n,m ∈ ω and arbitrary i < k, ti,n = ti,m. This follows from
the fact that {Ai,n: i < k} is disjoint from {Ai,m: i < k}.
Applying the claim successively k-times, we shall find infinite sets D0 ⊇ D1 ⊇ · · · ⊇ Dk−1 and for each i < k some
ti ∈ T such that for every i < k, either (i) or (ii) of the claim holds for ti and {ti,n: n ∈ ω}. Therefore, replacing Dk−1
by ω, we are allowed to continue without any loss of generalization under the following assumption:
There is a k-tuple {ti : i < k} ⊆ T such that for every i < k, either ξi = dom(ti) is a supremum of an increasing
sequence {ηi,n: n ∈ ω} and for every n < ω, ti,n ⊇ t  ηi,n, ti,n  ηi,n+1 = ti  ηi,n+1, or ξi = dom(ti) = ηi + 1, for
every n ∈ ω, ti,n  ηi = ti  ηi and ti (ηi) is a supremum of a strictly increasing sequence {ti,n(ηi): n < ω}.
However, the construction of filters F(t) and sets A(t) (t ∈ T ) guarantees in both cases the following: Whenever
i < k, n < ω, then ω \A(ti,n) ∈F(ti) and whenever i < k, F ∈F(ti), then F ∈F(ti,n) for all but finitely many n ∈ ω.
This suffices to show that a collection {fi : i < k} is fat with respect to {F(ti): i < k}: Indeed, choose arbitrar-
ily Fi ∈ F(ti) for i < k. Then there is some n ∈ ω such that for every i < k, Fi ∈ Fti,n . For every i < k, the set
A(ti,n) is almost contained in Fi , i.e., |A(ti,n) \ Fi | < ω. Since the k-tuple {fi : i < k} is essential with respect to
A, the set ⋂i<k f−1i [A(ti,n] is infinite by 7(d). For each i < k choose Gi ∈ F(ti) disjoint from A(ti,n). Then the set⋂
i<k f
−1
i [Fi] \
⋃
i<k Gi contains all but finitely many points from
⋂
i<k f
−1
i [A(ti,n)], hence it is infinite.
We have verified that {fi : i < k} is fat with respect to {F(ti): i < k}.
Denote by Ξ ⊆ [ω1]k the set {{dom(ti): i < k}: {ti : i < k} ⊆ T is such that {fi : i < k} is fat with respect to
{F(ti): i < k}}. We have already verified that Ξ is non-empty. Lemma 14(c) shows that whenever {ξi : i < k} ∈ Ξ ,
then {ξi + 1: i < k} ∈ Ξ , too, together with the fact that the witnesses F(ti) and F(si) (i < k) may be chosen so that
each si is an immediate successor of ti , thus F(ti) ⊆ F(si). So if {ξi,n: i < k} ∈ Ξ (n < ω) are such that for each i
and n, ξi,n + 1 = ξi,n+1, Lemma 15 says that also {supn<ω ξi,n: i < k} belongs to Ξ .
So it should be clear now that there is some ξ < ω1 such that for some k-tuple {ti : i < k} we have that {fi : i < k}
is fat with respect to {F(ti): i < k} and for all i < k, ξ = dom(ti).
Use repeatedly Lemma 14(c): For each ti there are two immediate successors ti,〈0〉 and ti,〈1〉 such that the fam-
ily {fi : i < k} is fat with respect to both {F(ti,〈0〉): i < k} and {F(ti,〈1〉): i < k}. Next, another application of
P. Simon / Topology and its Applications 155 (2008) 1129–1139 1139Lemma 14(c) gives four successors ti,〈00〉, ti,〈01〉, ti,〈10〉, ti,〈11〉 on level ξ + 2 such that the family {fi : i < k} is
fat with respect to all four corresponding families of filters. Continuing and using finally Lemma 15, we have that the
family {fi : i < k} belongs to Mξ+ω.
The construction of the family A gives us that on the step ξ + ω, having {fi : i < k} ∈Mξ+ω, we have also an
infinite set Z ⊆ W such that for every i < k, fi[Z] ∈A.
Since the essential k-tuple {fi : i < k} was chosen arbitrarily, the family A is completely k-separable. Since the
positive integer k was also chosen arbitrarily, the family A is strong completely separable, which completes the
proof. 
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